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Executive Summary
On October 24th and 25th, 2017, the Noise Exposure to Marine Environment from Ships (NEMES) project
and the Coastal and Oceans Resources Analysis Laboratory (CORAL) hosted a workshop on small vessel
traffic entitled “Filling the Information Gap: monitoring and modelling small vessel traffic in Canadian
waters” at the University of Victoria. The main goal of this workshop was to engage key stakeholders in
discussions involving the monitoring, modelling and applications of small vessels information in Canadian
waters. For the purpose of this workshop, a ‘small vessel’ was defined as a watercraft that is not required
to carry an Automatic Identification System under Transport Canada’s Safety and Security Regulations.
The three main objectives of this workshop were: (1) to share experiences in collecting, managing and
analyzing small vessels information; (2) to identify and discuss needs with respect to small vessel data
from different stakeholder perspectives; and (3) to engage with representatives from small vessel
communities (commercial and private sectors) to discuss opportunities and concerns. In total, 30 people
attended the workshop, including representatives from the federal government, NGOs, academia, first
nations, and private sector.
The workshop program included presentations from experts in the field of vessel data acquisition methods
and applications, as well as a number of activities to encourage participation and exchange of knowledge
and experiences. The program was divided into three main sessions: the first session objective was to
identify needs and concerns linked with small vessel information; the second session focused on data
acquisition methods for small data information; and the third and final session assessed what data is
required for various applications related to small vessels.
Different systems and methods for acquiring small vessel information were explored during the
workshop. It was concluded that no single available system or method would be sufficient to meet all
needs, address concerns, and meet all requirements of the applications explored during the workshop.
Indeed, many systems/methods were complementary and applications would require a combination of
systems/methods to be complete and fully comprehensive.
Participants were highly engaged in the workshop, which produced a large amount of information
summarized in this report. Participants kindly provided very constructive and positive feedback, which
will be incorporated in future workshops around the same topic.
Workshop organizers would like to thank workshop attendees for participating in the workshop, and for
the Marine Environmental Observation, Prediction, and Responder (MEOPAR) Network for providing the
funding to carry out this event.
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1. Introduction and workshop goal and objectives
Although vessels are increasingly required to carry Automated Identification System (AIS) for ships, and
AIS technology is improving rapidly, a large component of marine vessel traffic remains unmonitored.
Based on Transport Canada’s Safety and Security Regulations (RDIMS No. 12268956), AIS is only required
on “ships on international voyage of 150 tonnes or more that are carrying more than 12 passengers, and
every ship, other than fishing vessels, of 300 tons or more. Also, every ship, other than fishing vessels, of
500 tons or more that is not engaged on an international voyage shall be fitted with AIS”1. Vessels that do
not meet these requirements were identified as ‘small vessels’ for the purpose of this workshop. However,
it was recognized that this definition of ‘small vessels’ based on the AIS carriage requirement could vary
depending on the context, nationality, regulations, application, etc.
The impetus for this workshop emerged from previous research carried out by the Noise Exposure to the
Marine Environment from Ships (NEMES) project. NEMES is a project funded by MEOPAR Network of
Excellence aimed at analyzing marine vessel traffic data to better understand the spatial-temporal
variability of underwater noise in Canadian waters. Currently, marine noise models incorporate acoustic
data and marine vessel activity based on AIS data, and typically use AIS data to model or extrapolate noise
levels to areas with no acoustic data. In the initial stages, NEMES was faced with the challenge of
quantifying the proportion of vessel traffic that contributes considerably to marine noise, but is not
tracked using AIS, and is therefore, not included in current noise models.
To address this important data gap, a workshop “Filling the information gap: monitoring and modelling
small vessel traffic in Canadian waters” was held October 24th and 25th, 2017, organized by the NEMES
project and the Coastal and Oceans Resources Analysis Laboratory (CORAL), based out of the Department
of Geography, University of Victoria.
The goal of this workshop was to bring together and engage key stakeholders in discussions involving the
monitoring, modelling and applications of small vessels information in Canadian waters. The overall
objectives of the workshop were:
1. to share experiences in collecting, managing and analyzing small vessels information;
2. to identify and discuss needs with respect to small vessel data from different stakeholder
perspectives;
3. to engage with small vessel communities (commercial and private sectors) to discuss
opportunities and concerns; and
4. to identify opportunities for collaboration between researchers, government agencies, NGOs and
others.
For this workshop, it was very important to have a broad and balanced representation from different
stakeholder groups. Invitations to this workshop were sent to different levels of government (Federal,
Provincial and BC First Nations), non-governmental organizations and the private sector. In total, 30
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people, representing different organizations, attended the workshop (Table 1). A complete list of the
participants is available in Appendix A.
Table 1. Workshop participants by sector and organization
Sector

Organization

Federal Government Transport Canada
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Canadian Coast Guard
Environment and Climate Change Canada
First Nations
Coastal First Nations, Great Bear Initiative
NGO

Private Sector
Academia

Wildlife Conservation Society
World Wildlife Fund Canada
Georgia Strait Alliance
BC Boating Association
Sport Fishing Advisory Group
Oceans Network Canada
exactEarth
University of Victoria
Dalhousie University

The program consisted of three main sessions: Session 1, identification of needs and concerns linked with
small vessel information; Session 2, data acquisition methods for small vessels; and Session 3applications
requiring data on small vessels. Each session started with a series of presentations by workshop
participants followed by discussion. Outcomes are presented in this report accordingly with a final section
summarising the outcomes and next steps. A copy of the agenda is available in Appendix B. Results from
the workshop evaluation questionnaire are available in Appendix C. And finally copies of the presentation
slides are available in Appendix D. Presentations are grouped by session: Session 2: Small vessel data
acquisition, hosting and accessibility; and Session 3: Small vessel data modelling and application.
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2. Workshop sessions
Session 1: Needs and concerns: tracking, collecting and distributing information on small
vessels
Using a Knowledge Café2 engagement approach, participants working in groups were tasked with
addressing the following questions:
1. What are your needs/interest in small vessel information?
2. What are some of the sensitivities of collecting and distributing information on small vessels?
3. What are the management/regulatory implications of equipping small vessels with tracking
devices (e.g. Automatic Identification System)
A range of applications requiring small vessel data were identified including: safety and security, marine
management (marine spatial planning and marine protected areas), invasive species monitoring and
management, environmental impact assessments, and whale watching fleet management.
Discussions also centred on the need to clearly define what vessels should be required/ advised to carry
AIS: Should it be based on size? (e.g., kayaks are small vessels; do they need to carry AIS?); or should it
be based on activity and location? (e.g., vessels inside harbours vs. outside harbours).
To advance the use of AIS on small boats there is a need to increase trust with small vessel community,
and for that it is critical to engage the small vessel community and effectively communicate advantages
(and address/mitigate disadvantages) of tracking systems such as AIS.
Concerns related to tracking, collecting and distributing small vessel information were: privacy (e.g.
location information, type of activities); informed consent (how we can track consent when purposes
may change down the line?); implementation costs (for vessel operators, for governments, etc); and
compliance. There might be different “sensitivities” or concerns depending on who is affected and who
is collecting the information (government vs. vessel operators). Finally, there is a liability concern: who
is responsible when the system fails?

Session 2: Evaluating different systems/methods to acquire small vessel data
The second session was divided into two parts. The objective of the first part was the identification of
advantages and limitations of different small vessel data acquisition methods and systems. The objective
of the second part was the evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of these methods/systems for
collecting small vessel data.

2

Knowledge Cafés (also known as World Cafés) are structure engagement methodologies in which the inputs from
participants are collected through asking questions and promoting a dialogue that values their thoughts and
insights. A facilitator or “table host” collected inputs from participants by writing summary points on note cards as
well as on the paper sheets covering each table, and organizing them around the appointed question. For more
information on World Café methodology and design go to www.theworldcafe.com
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Part I: Identification of advantages and limitation of vessel data acquisition methods/systems
Table 2 presents the different vessel data acquisition methods/systems that were enumerated by
workshop participants at the start of the session. A distinction was made between methods/systems that
are based on reports (cooperative), meaning that vessel traffic was monitored with the direct involvement
of boat operators, or observations (non-cooperative), meaning that vessel traffic was monitored
externally with no requirements from boat operators.
Because time did not allow to analyze each method/system, participants were asked to select six
methods/systems (in bold, Table 2) to go through the identification of their advantages and limitations
for monitoring small vessels. These six methods/systems were selected by self-identified ‘champions’ at
the workshop.
Table 2. List of reporting and observation systems/methods identified during workshop. In bold the
systems/methods selected to follow up with more in-depth analysis.
Reporting (cooperative)

Observation (non-cooperative)

AIS (Automated Identification System)

Radar

VHF Radio

Coastal Guardian Watchmen (Human
Observers)

VMS (Vessel Monitoring System)

RCMP (Human Observers)

SPOT (safety transponder)

Passive Acoustics

User surveys

Infrared

LRIT (Long Range Identification and
Tracking)

Cameras

Cellphone Application

Aerial Surveys
Directional Finding
Satellite Images
Active Acoustics

Table 3 summarizes the limitations and advantages identified for each of the selected systems/methods
during the breakout group discussions.
All systems chosen and discussed by workshop participants were categorized as “Observation (noncooperative)”. Although there is a cost for the implementation of these systems, there was no cost for
the boat operators themselves. Also, even though all these systems/methods are able to collect
information on small vessels, none of them are capable of providing a complete picture of the vessel
traffic in an area either because of their limited temporal and/or spatial coverage or the amount of
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vessel information that can be extracted (e.g., vessel type, vessel speed, vessel length, vessel flag,
destination, etc…).
Table 3. Summary from breakout group discussions on advantages and limitates of selected
systems/methods
Advantages

Limitations

Radar

• Cost is covered by government (no
cost to boaters)
• Detects “everything”
• Canadian Coast Guard owns the data
for Radar
• Near real-time (15 second delay for
processing). Radar systems picks up
and extract the data itself.
• Useful in most weather conditions

• Expensive (staff salaries,
installations)
• Coverage (limited range,
blind-spots)
• Interpretation – radar picks up
“blips” that need to be
interpreted. It needs human
oversight
• Not very publically accessible

Passive Acoustics

• Complementary to other systems
• There are good Canadian
manufacturers
• Works 24/7
• Zero cost to boaters
• Remote deployment capability
• Less controversial with boaters
• Continuous long-term monitoring
• Direct correlation to impacts on
marine mammals
• Non-invasive (no effect on boaters)
• Targeted/Focused deployment (can
choose when data are collected)
• Fixed or mobile deployments

• Cost high (particularly for
multiple arrays)
• Security restrictions (no data
on areas operated by the
navy)
• Acoustic interferences
• Susceptible to weather
conditions
• Limitations if a single
hydrophone is used
• Large post-analysis effort
• Risks of being dragged by
fishing gear
• Lack of international
standardized systems

Satellite/Remote
Sensing

• Repeatable, broad coverage
• Allows for remote access
• Large body of knowledge (mature
system with different detector suites)
• Automatable post-processing well
established

• Discrete observations
• Large storage space
• Weather/ daylight hour
sensitive
• Expensive
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Advantages

Limitations

Coastal Guardian
Watchmen

• Data collection in remote areas by
small surveys
• Foster collaboration among First
Nations and other stakeholders
• Standard protocols (within agencies)
• Enforcement presence by having
humans on the water
• Allows for better understanding of
human use in monitored areas
• Promotes education and outreach

• Labour intensive
• Funding is required (high cost)
• Temporal limits (less night
watch)
• Range limits (not offshore)
• No uniform data collection
among agencies
• Weather limitations
• Training intensive in terms of
field operations

Cameras

• Inexpensive equipment
• Fills and validates data gaps from other
systems
• Constant, long-term coverage
• Multi data capture
• Non-intrusive (minimize change in
boater behaviour)
• Potential for real-time
monitoring/evidence gathering
• Skilled labour is not needed for postanalysis

• Intensive processing labour
time makes it expensive
• Challenge in real-time
streaming for remote units
• Data storage cost
• To automate analysis requires
skilled labour which is costly
• Issues with calibrating across
different units and creating
standardization
• Limited in spatial scope
(completeness)
• No auxiliary vessel
information at immediate
capture (part of post-analysis)

Participants were asked to rate3 each of the five systems on a scale of 1-4 based on their effectiveness
and efficiency in tracking and collecting small vessel information. Based on the average scores of each
metric (effectiveness and efficiency), radar and satellite imagery scored the highest, followed by human
observers, cameras and passive acoustics (Figure 1).
When looking at the ratings for each of the systems evaluated (Figure 2), the spread of individual scores
is clear. For example, participant’s views on the effectiveness and efficiency of satellite imagery as a

3

The rating exercised was carried out using the online participatory interactive tool Mentimeter
(www.mentimeter.com),
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method to collect small vessel data varied across the different scales, while systems such as passive
acoustics, cameras and radar were in closer agreement.
Participants had concerns about the rating methodology used to evaluate these systems. System
evaluations should be made within the context of particular applications (for example, cameras might be
appropriate to monitor vessel traffic at small scales but not in large areas). It is difficult to rate their
effectiveness/efficiency otherwise. In addition, it needs to be clear from the beginning what we mean by
“efficiency”: for example, a system might be very efficient because it can collect many data in a short time,
but very inefficient in terms of cost. Finally, the strength of these systems might actually reside in working
in conjunction with other systems and methods to achieve better desired outcomes. Therefore, the
spread of responses could reflect different interpretations of “efficiency” and “effectiveness” by
participants, and the context or specific application each participant was considering.
Although AIS was not a system included in the evaluation exercise (because no “champion” came
forward), in discussions it was identified as the system capable of collecting the most vessel information
and that could be used in many different applications.

Figure 1. Average evaluation scores related to “effectiveness and “efficiency” for Radar, Passive
Acoustics, Satellite Imagery, Human Observers, and Camera systems
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Radar

Passive Acoustics

Satellite/Remote Sensing

Human Observers

Cameras

Figure 2. Effectiveness vs. Efficiency evaluation scores for each individual syste
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Part II: Needs and concerns for vessel data acquisition methods/systems
The objective of the second part of this session was to evaluate the five systems selected in the previous
exercise based on the “Needs” and “Concerns” that emerged from the Knowledge Café activity, and
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of the “Needs” and “Concerns” that emerged from Knowledge Café activity
Needs (Applications)
-

Safety
Security
Marine Management
Marine Conservation

Concerns
-

Privacy
Cost to boaters
System cost (e.g. infrastructure)
Liability (data accuracy and precision)

Table 5 captures the results from the discussions around how each system addresses the identified
needs and concerns. While most of the systems/methods analyzed are useful for marine management
and monitoring only one, radar, is best suited for safety and security applications.
Because these systems/methods are non-cooperative, there is no cost associated to boaters. Also, there
were no concerns in terms of the liability of the systems/methods, as in some cases the technology is
mature and well tested, and both accuracy and precision are known (both for radar and satellite
systems). System cost, however, it is a concern and varies depending on the system, from radar being
the most expensive to cameras being the least expensive.

Table 5. Summary from break-out group discussions on how the needs and concerns are being addressed
by selected systems/methods
Needs
Radar

• Radar is used in safety and
security applications

Concerns
• Privacy: only radar users have
access to vessel information.
There is not direct concern to
individual boat operators
• There is no cost to boaters.
• However, system cost is high. Very
high installation cost, and salaries
for radar positions are high
• No high liability
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Needs

Concerns

• This is a system complementary to
other systems. Needs additional
information from other systems to
be applied
• Good for environmental
monitoring, particularly noise
levels from marine vessels and
marine environment
• Not much support for safety
applications
• Not much support for security
applications, except military
applications
• Needs are met depending on the
platform.
• It can provide long temporal scales
useful for marine management
• Also for monitoring changes in
areas, needed in marine
conservation applications

• Privacy is not much a concern
except for collecting individual
“acoustic fingerprint”
• There is not cost to boaters
• System cost is high
• Liability is not a concern, because
can obtain very accurate source
levels (although it needs
additional information)

Coastal Guardian
Watchmen

• Meet safety and security needs
(go hand-in-hand)
• Marine management, for example
monitoring Marine Protected
Areas regulations
• Other marine conservation and
monitoring can be more
challenging using this programs

• Privacy: information is kept by the
organizations. Data is not publicly
available
• There might be a cost to boaters
depending on the organization
• System cost is affordable if
compared to others
• Low liability: data accuracy and
precision is believed to be high

Cameras

• Not really designed for monitoring
safety and security
• Good uses for marine
management and conservation.
For example to collect information
about interactions between small
boats and marine mammals.

• Privacy: “if you are in the water
you are leaving your privacy
behind”
• Also pictures are not broadcasted
• There is no cost to users
• System cost is low
• Liability: data accuracy and
precision could be an issue (e.g.,

Passive Acoustics

Satellite/Remote
sensing

•
•
•
•

Privacy is not a concern
There is no cost to boaters
Its implementation is expensive
No liability issues: very accurate
and precise. Errors are known.
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Needs

Concerns
extract vessel positions from
images). In addition, detectability
levels can be another issue.

When participants were asked to rank the systems based on how well they meet needs or address
concerns, all systems were in close range with respect to concerns. There was a greater range of responses
regarding needs, with satellite imagery, radar and human observers scoring higher than passive acoustics
and cameras (Figure 3).
Again, there was a wide spread in responses scores when analyzed individually for each system (Figure 4).
Similar concerns were raised about the use of this online ranking methodology to evaluate the different
systems.

Figure 3. Average evaluation scores related to “Needs and Concerns”
for Radar, Passive Acoustics, Satellite Imagery, Human Observers, and Camera systems
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Radar

Passive Acoustics

Satellite/Remote Sensing

Human Observers

Cameras

Figure 4. Needs vs. Concerns evaluation scores for each individual system
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Session 3: Describing application using (or in need) of small vessel information
Part I: Vessel data acquisition systems/methods capabilities.
The objective of the first part of this session was to establish a common understanding of the data
acquisition capabilities of each system/method listed on Table 2.
Participants completed Table 6 in a facilitated plenary. Coloured cells indicate that the system is capable
(orange) or potentially capable (yellow) of gathering specific data on target vessels, offer real-time
capabilities, or post processing data collected. For example, in the case of AIS, vessel type, size and flag is
only available for AIS class-A (although sometimes inaccurate), and not for AIS class-B. Finally, systems
without these specified capabilities were left white.
The majority of the systems are able to collected position and temporal information, but the collection of
other ancillary vessel information varies depending on the system. Most systems are able to provide realtime visual displays and post processing, except for VHF. However, VHF is the only system that is effective
in real-time communication.
Table 6. Vessel data acquisition systems/methods capabilities.

Part II: Applications in need (or using) small vessel information
The objective of the second part of the session was to learn about different applications currently or
potentially based on small vessel data, and what information was required to implement such
applications. Table 7 presents a list of applications compiled by the participants that use or could use small
vessel data information. Applications were grouped into real-time applications, if the application requires
real-time data (and hence systems able to stream data), or batch processing, if the application requires
data collected over time (and hence systems able to archive data for post-processing).
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Table 7. Summary of applications listed and differentiating between real-time applications versus batch
processing applications. In bold applications selected for the next part of the activity.
Real-Time

Batch Processing

Marine vessel traffic management (e.g.
collision avoidance, fleet management for
whale watching fleet, warning systems)

Marine Protected Areas Planning

Pollution detection

Waterway Use Assessment

Alerts system (e.g., whale alert system, closed
areas for fishing)

Prosecution Evidence (e.g., marine mammal
infractions)

Security (e.g., border security, trafficking,
detection of unusual patterns/behavior)

Marine Spatial Planning and Zoning

Search and Rescue (SAR) response

Assessment of Invasive Species

Enforcement (e.g., Marine Protected Areas
enforcement, Closed Areas for Fishing
enforcement, Speed Restrictions Enforcement)

Underwater noise modelling, ambient noise
detection
Cumulative Effects and Ecological Risk
Assessments
Security (e.g., identification of patterns)
Fisheries Management
Search and Rescue (SAR) Planning

Finally, a selected number of applications (Table 7, in bold) were further explored by addressing the
following questions:
1) What vessel information is needed to carry the application? (e.g., for underwater noise
assessment: vessel speed, vessel type, vessel position …)
2) What data acquisition systems/methods are needed to collect vessel information to carry
the application? (e.g., Passive Acoustics, and AIS complemented with other methods to
capture vessels not transmitting AIS)
3) What additional information is needed to implement the application? (e.g., water
column conditions, bathymetry, sediment type, …)
Results are summarized in Table 8. All applications that were addressed agree that the more that is known
about the vessel being tracked and monitor the better. Also, because there is no single system or vessel
acquisition method that can provide a complete picture of the small vessel traffic, a combination of
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systems/methods is required for comprehensive applications. Finally, depending on the complexity of the
application, more of less additional information will be required to successfully carry out the application
(see Q3, Table 8).
Table 8. Summary of the responses provided for each of the applications selected.
Q1. What vessel
information is
needed?

Q2. What data acquisition
method/system is
needed?

Q3. What additional
information is needed?

Search and
Rescue

Vessel position,
date/time, visual
display

VHF, Radar Direction
Finder, AIS, Visual systems
(camera), Human
observers

Amount of safety
equipment, number of
vessels in the vicinity,
weather, chart data,
number of people on
board, language, what is
the risk,

Marine Vessel
Traffic Control

All vessel attributes in
Table 6, except vessel
noise and flag.

AIS, Cell Phone App.,
Radar, VHF

(no information captured)

Enforcement

Information on every
vessel attribute
outlined in Table 6

AIS, Visual system and
Human observers to
capture evidences

All information necessary
for prosecution if a
regulation violation has
been committed

Cumulative
Effects/ Risk
Assessment on
Marine
Mammals*

All vessel attributes in
Table 6, except vessel
flag.

AIS, hydrophones, aerial
surveys, radar, human
observations

Marine mammal
population, distribution,
occurrence and
behaviour, marine
mammal’s food patterns,
contaminant levels in
sediments, physical,
chemical properties of
water column,
bathymetry, sediment
type characterization,
meteorological data

Position, date/time,
type, speed, noise

AIS, Human observations
(GoC/agency effort and
local effort), VMS, aerial to
complement AIS

Traditional Knowledge,
human use knowledge,
oceanography, ecological
data, tenures and other
existing zoning, wrecks
and hazards

*This will depend
on the spatial
and temporal
scale of the
project

Marine Spatial
Planning
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3. Conclusion
One of the clear messages from organizing and carrying out this workshop is that there is a broad
interest and need for collecting information on and monitoring small vessels, and therefore a need to
continue and broaden discussions and collaborations.
Different systems and methods for acquiring small vessel information were explored during the
workshop. It was concluded that no available system or method operating independently can meet the
user needs, address concerns, and meet the requirements of all the applications explored during the
workshop. Instead, this is only possible if different systems are combined to complement each other.
When rating vessel data acquisition systems based on their effectiveness and efficiency in collecting
small vessel information, it is important to evaluate it within a certain context, either based on the
application in need of the data, and/or the spatial and temporal characteristic of the application.
The NEMES project and the CORAL group would like to thank the participants who attended this
workshop, and specially participants who gave presentations during the workshop. Participant’s
feedback and inputs are highly valued and will be used in the design and implementation of future
workshops addressing topics related to small vessel traffic monitoring and applications.
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Appendix B: Agenda
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Appendix C: Workshop evaluation
Total 18 evaluation forms were completed
Questions 1: Did you find this workshop relevant, comprehensive and easy to understand?

Additional comments from participants:
-

Broad range of content which was great. Some of the technical acronyms were unknown to me
Excellent!
Skipped a lot of details

Question 2: Did you find this workshop structure well paced, with effective mix of presentations and
interactive activities/exercises?
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Additional comments from participants:
-

Presentations were a little too rushed; not enough time for questions
The value came from the group discussion around results
Great mix of presentations and interactive activities
Too much emphasis on group discussion. The active sessions #2 and #3 could have been better
prepared
More time for question QAs/ discussion needed
It would have been beneficial to allow more time for discussion and questions around
presentations
Presentations seem rushed
Lots of time for table discussions
Often awkward time lags. Not enough time for focussed substantial discussion
There was no time to interact with presenters

Question 3: Did you find the workshop facilitator knowledgeable, well-prepared and responsive to
questions?

Additional comments from participants:
-

Great job – difficult to manage so many technical experts ☺
The activities in Day 1 would have been more effective if the activities had been given with dryrun to identify issues with the questions
Great Job!
Good job!
To much desire to push on
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Question 4: What did you like best about this workshop?
-

The variety of the group of attendees was great
Diversity of stakeholders. Opportunity to network, build relationships. Experts in many different
areas
Presentations, good cross-section of expertise
Group discussion, networking
Discussions
I thought the variation in exercises were great and found the conversations, networking,
presentations to be helpful
Casey’s presentations, Session 1 Knowledge Café Activity
Mix of presentations/activities. Good mix of participants (science, operations, stakeholders,
governments)
Knowledge sharing from experts
Engaging discussion. Wide ranging participation
The variety of invitee attendees. Normally MCTS is only invited to professional user events
The diversity of expertise, and involvement/participation from everyone
Help me understand the variety of uses for vessel tracking data
Presentations
Advantages and limitations for various technology/data options. Also application exercise
Wide variety of people and viewpoints
Exposure to useful range of knowledge people about issues of common interest

Question 5: What did you like least about this workshop?
-

-

I would have liked the purpose of the workshop to be better defined, with outcomes and goals
clearly identified
Clarity of what was being asked was needed in a few cases
Insufficient time to question presenters
Voting exercise
Details of which system, because the context was lose so hard to figure out (spatial and
temporal spatial as well as output of data so variable)
Day 1 presentations were rushed and not enough time given for QAs. Afternoon session was
lacking structure and were too long
More time for discussion after presentations would have helped
Limited time for discussion
Timing wasn’t always well maintained
Sometimes, the focus was lost in terms of how the workshop related directly to small vessel
tracking
Limited time around presentations for questions/discussion. Would have been good to put out a
pre-workshop survey to understand participation interests, and also share agencies in
attendance so participants come with clearer understanding
Activities
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-

Online ranking, assessment exercise
Interactive activities seemed underdeveloped
Acoustics were not good

Question 6: What benefits have you drawn from this meeting?
-

That there is a lot going on in different parts of Canada without much cross communication
between groups or ministries of government
Better understanding of different methods of data collection and applications. Made many new
contacts
Networking, learned more about option for tracking
Ideas about how to collect data I need and contacts of people who can provide data or advice
Interested in applications of the data
Meeting people working on tasks of monitoring small vessel and learning about different
technologies and federal government programs to monitor
Networking, learning about issues with regards small vessels
Better understanding of stakeholders, existing landscape, federal efforts, academic efforts, etc
Contacts and perspectives
Contacts, better understanding of small boat situation
It was interesting to see the number of groups and agencies that benefit from data accumulated
by MCTS
Contacts and awareness of AIS and monitoring systems
Meeting stakeholders, contacts for future work
Getting to know the motivations for different groups to learn about small vessel activities, and
to stage of affairs where things are
Become aware of various research activities
Greater understanding of small vessel data challenges and options. Also good
networking/connections
Wide perspective on ways to track small vessels and who is interested in tracking them
Exposure to some emerging and important issues

Question 7: How could this workshop be improved?
-

-

Purpose definition, and outcomes clearly articulated
Don’t see need of improvement
The questions addressed in the interactive session could have been more refined and specific
which would result in more useful conclusions
Might have been beneficial to have more focus on applications, ie. break at groups based on the
data need and brainstorm methods most effective for that need. We got to that a bit at the end
but could have been more of a focus and more applicable to people’s needs in the room.
It would have been great to present the RMS to the group
Biggest allocation of time for presenters and QAs. Reduce the amount of exercise and
discussions
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-

Provide more information on content in advance
Less table top, more presentation and Q&A
More time for debrief and synthesis
A better, more declarative statement of focus and outcome at the beginning of the workshop
More people helping to facilitate, you need someone to be capturing information, another to
facilitate, and another to provide overview
More time for presentations
Allow more time for questions and discussions
Panel discussion
Maybe better exercises to provide assessment of data sources (e.g. scope/limits of assessment,
question definitions)
Let attendees choose important questions to focus on for interactive sessions
Needed more time for questions/discussion after presentations

Question 8: In there a topic you have liked to discuss and not covered?
-

-

Examples from around the country and around the world that demonstrate safety implications
due to use of AIS
No
More into potential pilot projects, path forward
It seemed that we were a bit forced to fit square pegs in round holes. It would have been good
to discuss why we were having problems ranking the tools and list out our considerations, or
draft up a decision tree for choosing tools based on issues we discussed (location, privacy
concerns, cost, capacity, etc…)
Stakeholders perspective, how would/could mariners help?
Operator (small boat) interests/concerns with AIS/positioning system use
No, there was a lot of material and subject covered.
No
Nope!
No

Question 9: Do you have any additional comments?
-

Thanks for including us!
Thank you for organizing and inviting us to participate
It’s clear a lot of effort went into organization, thank you!
Very much enjoyed the workshop. Thank you!
Only to say thank you for the opportunity to attend
Would have been of benefit to have more specific questions for afternoon activity of day 1 and
linking to needs more clearly would have helped
Excellent workshop and clearly one that was needed. Looking forward the report
No
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Appendix D: Presentation Slides
Session 2: Small vessel data acquisition, hosting and accessibility
Six guest speakers were invited to present during the session dedicated to small vessel data acquisition
methods. Below a list of the presentations scheduled in this session. Slides are available next
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Casey Hilliard, MEOPAR, Dalhousie University: Some Considerations for AIS and Small Vessels
(Part 1: Context)
Mr. Robert Crooks, Canadian Coast Guard: Canadian Coast Guard – Marine Communications &
Traffic Services: Who? What? Where? How?
Mr. Peter Dorkas, exactEarth: exacTrax™ small vessel tracking solutions
Kim Pearce, Environment and Climate Change Canada, and Norma Serra, University of Victoria:
Small vessel data acquisition through aerial surveys and satellite imagery
Patrick O’Hara, Environment and Climate Change Canada, and Lauren McWhinnie, University
of Victoria: The Photographic Observation Study: capturing vessel information and interactions
with marine mammals.
Reyna Jenkyns, Ocean Network Canada: Marine Vessel Data Streams at Ocean Networks Canada
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Some Considerations for
AIS and Small Vessels
Part 1
Casey Hilliard - S-AIS Database Analyst
MEOPAR & Institute for Big Data Analytics, Dalhousie Univ.

Presentation:
https://goo.gl/GZyVtU

Topics

●

Pt1: Context
○

AIS Small Vessel Context

○

AIS Hardware / Implementation

2
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AIS Small Vessel
Context

3

Small Vessels within the AIS Specification
●

Small vessels are almost the polar opposite of the vessels targeted for mandatory AIS-A carriage

●

AIS mandates “class B” use for:

●

○

Vessels greater than 300 GT, internationally travelling

○

Vessels greater than 500 GT, domestically travelling

○

Vessels with 12+ passengers, internationally travelling

○

Excluding fishing vessels

AIS-A use is otherwise optional, as is AIS-B
○

AIS-B is recommended/suited to smaller vessels

4
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Class B AIS Particulars
●

Reports positions at less frequent intervals than AIS-A

●

Two varieties, designated by protocol for communication:

●

○

Self Organizing - SO: AIS-A like communication

○

Carrier Sense - CS: Uses only ½ of the AIS communication band, defers to class A

Lower transmission power (~10 nmi range on water)
○

5W (SO) or 2W (CS) AIS-B versus 12.5 for AIS-A

●

Does not *require* display and data entry capability for transponder unit (“MKD”)

●

Less information transmitted in messages than AIS-A
○

Fewer messages supported for transmission / receipt

○

More values within messages denoted optional

5

How small is “too small” to
require the use of AIS-A?

6
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Internationally travelling vessels of less than 300 GT

7

Domestic vessels less than 500 GT

8
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Fishing vessels -- Though Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) *is* applicable

9

Domestic passenger; and international passenger vessels with less than 12 passengers

10
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That’s a bit missing isn’t it? Some countries agreed.
US
●

EU
AIS-A required for:
○

all vessels 65’ or longer, and

○

Towing vessels of 26 feet or more in length
and more than 600 horsepower and,

○

●

all vessels with 150+ pax

●

Fishing boats over 16m have been required
to have Class A AIS since May 2014

●

All commercial vessels on inland waterways
require “Inland waterways” AIS Class A

AIS-B allowed instead for:
○

fishing vessels

○

vessels less than 14kts max speed

11

Hardware
“Flavours”

12
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AIS-A

●
●

Often hard-wired into other ship
systems (RADAR, chart plotter, etc.)
Has (at least) “minimal keyboard
display”

13

AIS-B

●
●
●

Designed to be more “standalone”,
but still affixed to vessel
Interfaces tailored to general
consumer market
Comes in two “flavours”:
○
○

Self organizing (ais-a like)
Carrier Sense (bare bones)

14
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Portable

●
●

●

Not affixed permanently to a given
vessel
Current versions interface w/ laptop;
likely precursor to handheld
implementations
Send and receive

15

Locator / Safety
Beacon
●

Two varieties noted:
○
○

●

Programmable, purpose suited
(fleet mgmt., logging, etc.)
Man overboard (MOB) or personal
locator beacon -based

Send-only

16
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Rough Costs:
●

AIS - A: > $2000

●

AIS - B: $700 (Carrier Sense / CS models) - ~ $2000 (Self-Organizing / SO models)

●

Portable Unit: ~$700

●

Beacon: $200 - $300

17

Data storage
●

Storage on receipt
○
○
○

●
●

Backhaul method?
Long term storage
○
○
○

●
●

Internal
SD Card
rugged HD

Parsed or raw?
Flat file or DB?
Backup considerations?
■
Local / cloud
■
3rd party

Metadata
Access rights / security

18
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Canadian Coast Guard
Marine Communications
& Traffic Services

Who? What? Where? How?
October 24, 2017

1

Who are we?
Getting Started

Special Operating Agency

Mission
Support government priorities and economic
prosperity and contribute to the safety,
accessibility and security of Canadian waters.

2
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Who are we?
Getting Started

OCEANS ACT
Provide for the sustainable development of Canadian waters through
integrated management of activities using a precautionary approach.

3

Who are we?
Getting Started

OCEANS ACT
Provide for the sustainable development of Canadian waters through
integrated management of activities using a precautionary approach.

CANADA SHIPPING ACT
Protect the health and well-being of individuals on the water, promote a
safe and efficient marine transportation environment for commerce and
recreation, protection of the marine environment from damage caused by
navigation and shipping activities, develop regulatory schemes that
encourage viable use of Canadian waters by recreational boaters, ensure
Canada meets its international obligations, encourage harmonized marine
practices, and establish an effective inspection and enforcement program.
4
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Who are we?
Getting Started

Marine Communications & Traffic Services

Assistant
Commissioner

Fleet

Integrated
Technical
Services

Incident
Management

Navigational
Programs

Aids to
Navigation

Integrated
Business
Management
Service

MCTS

5

What do we do?
Getting Started

The mandate of MCTS

To provide maritime communications and
electronic monitoring related to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Safety of life at sea;
Protection of the environment;
Efficient movement of shipping; and
Accurate marine information.

6
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Who are we?
Getting Started

Canada Shipping Act
Vessel Traffic Services
126 (1) Subject to subsection (4), no vessel of a prescribed class shall
(a) enter, leave or proceed within a VTS Zone without having previously
obtained a clearance under this section; or
(b) proceed within a VTS Zone unless able to maintain direct
communication with a marine communications and traffic services
officer in accordance with the regulations.
(2) The Minister may designate as marine communications and traffic services
officers persons in the federal public administration who meet the
requirements specified by the Minister.

7

What do we do?
Getting Started

VTS Required Participants
a. every ship 20 metres or more in length;
b. every ship engaged in towing or pushing any vessel or object, other than fishing gear, where;
▪ the combined length of the ship and any vessel or object towed or pushed by the ship is
45 metres or more in length, or
▪ the length of the vessel or object being towed or pushed by the ship is 20 metres or
more in length.
With respect to the VTS zones specified in the Vessel Traffic Services Zone Regulations, these
regulations do not apply in respect of:
a.
b.
c.

a ship engaged in towing or pushing any vessel or object within a log booming ground;
a pleasure yacht that is less than 30 metres in length; and
a fishing vessel that is less than 24 metres in length and not more than 150 tons gross
tonnage.

8
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Where are we located?
Getting Started

9

Where are we located?
Getting Started

10
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Where are we located?
Getting Started
Prince Rupert MCTS
VHF Radio & AIS Coverage

11

Where are we located?
Getting Started
Victoria MCTS
VHF Radio & AIS Coverage

12
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Where are we located?
Getting Started

Victoria & Prince Rupert MCTS
Radar Coverage

13

How do we do it?
Getting Started

14
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How do we do it?
Getting Started

15

How do we do it?
Getting Started

16
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How do we do it?
Getting Started

17

What’s next?
Getting Started

18
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Briefing to DG Space
Oct 24, 2017

exactEarth Ltd. Business
Small Vessel Tracking Workshop

About exactEarth
•

Canadian company formed in 2009 – Pioneer in satellite AIS

•

Global leader in satellite AIS vessel data services market

•

Operates 8 satellite LEO constellation of AIS satellites and global data centers and data network (Gen 1)

•

Providing advanced AIS and maritime information services to more than 1,000 clients in over 30 countries

•

Signed landmark agreement with Harris corporation in 2015 to deploy advanced hosted maritime payloads on
the IridiumNEXT satellite constellation – in deployment phase now 30% complete (22 payloads on orbit)

2
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exactView RT- Unprecedented Capability

3

exactView RT - The Future of Vessel Tracking
Satellites

8

60+

Revisit

90

Minute
Average

Persistent Global
Coverage

Data Latency

45

Minute
Average

Real time
<1 minute from leaving the ship to receipt at customer

Persistent Real-time Global monitoring enables new powerful capabilities
4

4
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Delivering a World-Class Capability

…

•

Advanced maritime payloads built by Harris - Receives vessel VHF data

•

Hosted on 60+ IridiumNEXT Satellites- Provides persistent global coverage

•

Providing global real-time capability - Due to unique Iridium inter-satellite linkage

•

A new high reliability global infrastructure - Designed for a 15+ year lifetime

•

First payloads in service today- Full system completion expected in 2018

5

5

Highest fidelity
tracking available

Most complete picture
of the world’s
shipping
6
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Small Vessel Tracking – exactTrax™
The Problem…
•

Government agencies want to track more than just the larger
commercial ships in their waters. AIS and VMS mandates do not
address the huge population of smaller vessels of interest.

•

Current tracking solutions are too expensive to mandate on all
small vessels operating in their waters

•

Small (e.g. artisanal) fishing boats and small commercial work
boats may not have the necessary shipboard power or
infrastructure to support current AIS devices / VMS solutions

•

This leaves the vast majority of boats in their waters as
unidentified ‘dark targets’

•

.
7

The Solution…exactTrax™

Affordable tracking with Class B AIS
-

Available via low cost battery/solar powered
transponders

-

Dual-mode terrestrial and SAT-AIS; enhanced for
satellite AIS detection (exactEarth technology to make
satellite reception reliable – working with a number of
vendors to enable this capability in their equipment)

-

AIS-based SOS safety functionality

-

Detectable by other ships equipped with an AIS
transceiver (added safety – collision avoidance)

Alltek Marine
Electronics

8
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exactTrax™ AIS at Work
• Trialled in Sierra Leone, Ghana, South Africa, the
Solomon Islands, St Helena, Malaysia, Namibia,
Kenya, Tristan da Cunha, Indonesia and Mauritius.
• New trials in Madagascar in September, 2017
• 450 exactTrax units now being deployed in Ghana
for the Ghanaian Fisheries Commission.
• 1,500 exactTrax units now being deployed in
South Africa for the South African Maritime
Safety Authority (SAMSA).
ShipView Screenshot
Extract

A New World of Commercial and Civil Applications
Saving Lives at Sea

Protect the Oceans

- Better information to prevent
marine distress events
- Last know position
- Faster coordination & monitoring of
rescue vessels

-

IUU Fishing
MPA monitoring
Marine Mammal protection
Sensitive ecosystems
Identification of violators

Reducing Vessel Operating Costs &
Risks

Assessing & Reducing the Impact
of Increased Shipping

- More efficient & safer routing
- Reduced fuel

- Noise
- Pollution
- Ballast Water

Increasing the Efficiency of Trade

Improved Prediction of Risks

- Improved logistics ETA
- New routes and trade patterns

-

Historical trends
Identification of changes
Enhanced ship models
Optimized response to minimize
impacts

10
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exactView RT – A Real-Time Capability for a Real-Time World

www.exactEarth.com
11
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Small vessel data acquition using aerial
surveys and satellite imagery
Presenters: Norma Serra (UVic) and Kim Pearce (NASP, ECCC)
Collaborators: Patrick O’Hara (ECCC), Rosaline Canessa (Uvic), Magena Warrior (Uvic),
and NASP Pacific Crew
Filling the information gab: Monitoring and modelling small vessel traffic in Canadian waters
October 24th, 2017

The National Aerial Surveillance Program:
Mandate and Capabilities

2
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MSS 6000 COMPONENTS

SLAR

AIS

EO/IR – MX-15

SPATIAL INTERGRATION

IR/UV

Still Cameras

INMARSAT
ANTENNA

AIS ANTENNA

MX-15

SLAR
ANTENNA
IR/UV
SCANNER

55

Maritime Surveillance System Integration

5

VESSEL IDENTIFICATION

6
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Data capturing methods
Step 1 – Identifying vessels not transmitting AIS

NASP flight August 12, 2016

Data capturing methods
Step 1 – Identifying vessels not transmitting AIS
Vessel information collected:
•

Vessel type

•

Position

•

Date and time

•

Speed (estimated)

•

Vessel size (estimated)

•

Activity (sailing, motoring)

•

Other (fishing, towing…)
**only moving vessels**

NASP flight August 12, 2016
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Data capturing methods
Step 2 – Identifying vessels transmitting AIS
AIS Target

2 nm

AIS vessel information:
•

Position

•

MMSI number

•

Vessel class and size

•

Date and time

•

Speed and course

•

Activity

**Only for moving AIS vessels**

NASP flight August 12, 2016

Limitations
• Opportunistic survey effort –
o surveys limited both temporally and spatially
• Data quality limited to good visibility weather conditions
• Some vessel attributes and activities are difficult to
asses (size, speed, commercial vs. recreational vessel)
• Very busy areas are very hard to collect information
from
• Data analysis is labour intensive
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Advantages
• Can capture different types of vessels independently of
their size
• Able to easily capture information both AIS and non-AIS
vessels
• Opportunities to collect this
same type of information in
other parts of Canada
covered by NASP

Using Google Earth Imagery to collect
vessel information

59

How are we collecting vessel information?

How are we collecting vessel information?
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Examples of vessel types that we can see in
images

Sailboat

Recreational motorboat

Ferry

Sailboat

Whale watching vessel

Limitations
• Coverage of high
resolution in Google Earth
varies depending on area
and time
• Only provides one snap
shot in time (although
you have access to
historical images)

Each polygon represents coverage
of a particular time period
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Advantages
• One time comprehensive view of vessel traffic in an area

• Google Earth Pro is free – great tool to explore utility of this
method to collect vessel traffic information before
committing $$$ in acquiring high resolution imagery from
commercial vendors.
• Google earth allows to explore and analyze historical images
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Photographic Observation Systems:
Capturing AIS & non-AIS Vessels and Cetaceans
Boundary Pass, Saturna Island, BC and Haro Strait, San Juan
Island Washington State

Dr. Patrick O’Hara and Dr. Lauren McWhinnie,
Environment and Climate Change Canada and University of Victoria

L. McWhinnie, P. O’Hara, G. O’Hagan, S. Veirs, V. Veirs, L. Smallshaw,
N. Serra-Sogas and R. Canessa

Location, Location, Location…
Site 1: Boundary Pass, East Point Saturna Island, BC

Active Pass

Beaver Point,
Saltspring
Island

East Point,
Saturna
Island

Tily Point,
South Pender
Island
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A Cross Border Collaboration!
Site 2: Haro Strait, San Juan Island, Washington State
Location of POS Unit
working with SIMRES on
Saturna Island, Canada.
Location of POS Unit
working with Scott and
Val Veirs (BeamReach
and Orca Sound) on San
Juan Island, USA.

PMV Voluntary Slow Down Vessel Management Pilot Scheme

The ‘POS’ Unit
➢Photographic Observation System
• Single board Raspberry Pi 3 Linux CPU.
• Canon DSLR controlled by a Python
script.
• AIS receiver and antenna.
• Writing data to external HDD.
• Automatic restart to combat power
outages.
• Enclosed in a weather proof box.
• Burst of three photos (5secs) every
30/60secs during daylight hours.
• Internet connection allows camera to be
checked and modified remotely.
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Vessel moving right to left across the field of vision over 7 minutes.

Marine Mammal Data…
• Target Species: SRKW, Biggs KW, Humpback, Harbor
and Dall’s Porpoise
• Identification if possible - many clues!

• Time stamp for cross reference with hydrophone
data.
• Are we seeing them and not seeing them?
• With or without vessels present?
• How many and what type of vessels are present?

66
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Some of the Challenges….
• Remote location.
• Power outages and poor internet connection.
• Exposure to elements, sea state and visibility.
• Integration with AIS data collection.
• High volumes of ‘heavy’ data.
• Variable distances to contacts determines how
many frames a vessel is present or even
detectable.

Processing images and data extraction
• Images are separated into contacts and non-contacts
• Vessels: AIS, AIS (loaded and unloaded), Non-AIS, Recreational, Ecotourism,
Fishing, Misc (details)
• Sea state and visibility

• Development of automatic detection and vessel description
software (Python, C++) = 130K images collected per month!
• Autodetect – split images – contacts/noncontacts
• Characterize/classify vessels
• Statistically determine error (model with sea-state/visibility and distance from camera)

• Coupling of received AIS data with POS imagery
• Proportion of traffic that is non-AIS
• Error within AIS (vessel speed, location, vessel type)
• Additional information (for example – laden versus unladen).
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Image processing software
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Marine Vessel Data Streams at Ocean
Networks Canada
Reyna Jenkyns, Roe Markham
2017-10-24

AIS Station Data – ONC Operated
• Data is public
• Receivers: Digital Yacht AISnet and Shine Micro RadarPlus Dual AIS
• BC: Strait of Georgia, Campbell River, Kitimaat, Ridley Island, Digby
Island, Cambridge Bay
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AIS Station Data – ONC Operated
• Arctic: Cambridge Bay operating since 2013, planned installations
elsewhere

AIS Station Data – Coastguard Operated
• Over 115 receivers nation-wide
• Live data acquisition since 2016-01-20, automatically propagated into
SiiTech software
• Historic data ingested back to 2011, integration into SiiTech pending
• Data has restricted access following established data agreement
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AIS Station Data – Coastguard Operated

AIS Station Data – Oceans 2.0 Data Access
• Log files containing raw data stream available for ONC operated
buoys
• Prototype parser in development
20171023T000001.503Z
20171023T000001.539Z
20171023T000002.472Z
12.2,M,0000,0000*51
20171023T000002.509Z
20171023T000002.546Z
20171023T000002.975Z
20171023T000002.976Z
20171023T000003.461Z
12.2,M,0000,0000*50
20171023T000003.498Z
20171023T000003.535Z
20171023T000004.471Z
12.2,M,0000,0000*57
20171023T000004.509Z
20171023T000004.545Z
20171023T000005.349Z
20171023T000005.350Z
20171023T000005.458Z
12.2,M,0000,0000*56
20171023T000005.495Z
20171023T000005.532Z
20171023T000006.471Z
12.2,M,0000,0000*55
20171023T000006.508Z
20171023T000006.545Z

$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.02,N,0.05,K,D*32
$GPZDA,000001.000,23,10,2017,,*53
$GPGGA,000002.000,5358.3986,N,12839.0813,W,2,10,1.02,5.1,M,$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.02,N,0.03,K,D*34
$GPZDA,000002.000,23,10,2017,,*50
$PSHI,001,02.93646757,,00318,38701,000002.96,02,0110,-073*07
!AIVDM,1,1,,A,4030p<Av6cP01nk:4@NsPqG00L00,0*02
$GPGGA,000003.000,5358.3986,N,12839.0813,W,2,10,1.02,5.1,M,$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.02,N,0.04,K,D*33
$GPZDA,000003.000,23,10,2017,,*51
$GPGGA,000004.000,5358.3986,N,12839.0813,W,2,10,1.02,5.1,M,$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.04,N,0.08,K,D*39
$GPZDA,000004.000,23,10,2017,,*56
$PSHI,001,05.30988153,,00359,38636,000005.33,02,0199,-074*08
!AIVDM,1,1,,A,14eGLr?P00FjpGHNq:lM0?v:0837,0*68
$GPGGA,000005.000,5358.3986,N,12839.0813,W,2,10,1.02,5.1,M,$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.04,N,0.08,K,D*39
$GPZDA,000005.000,23,10,2017,,*57
$GPGGA,000006.000,5358.3986,N,12839.0813,W,2,10,1.02,5.1,M,$GPVTG,291.70,T,,M,0.01,N,0.01,K,D*35
$GPZDA,000006.000,23,10,2017,,*54
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Data Agreement Infrastructure – Hydrophone case

Data Agreement Infrastructure – Hydrophone case
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Data Agreement Infrastructure – Hydrophone case

Passive Acoustics – Hydrophone Data Acquisition

• ONC operated hydrophones:
NEPTUNE, VENUS, BC community
observatories, Cambridge Bay
• Data partner operated
hydrophones: DFO, SIMRES
• Wav files, ancillary data files,
spectrograms, preview tool
• Calibrations conducted by ONC –
expanded infrastructure
underway
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Data Product Fusion – Marine Mammal Notification

• Prototyped and demonstrated to Transport
Canada in March, 2017.
• Hydrophone and acoustic classification s/w
identifies whale calls within detection range,
AIS identifies vessels within range.
• Binary encoded AIS message can be addressed
to these vessels to alert them to presence of
whales and watch, slow down or take evasive
maneuvers.

Strait of Georgia Underwater Listening Station
Vessel acoustic source level
measurements

•
•

•

•

•

Operational for the Port of
Vancouver since 2015.
Vessels pass through a
predefined measurement
zone at different speeds.
Vessel sound is measured in
decibels at all frequencies
and compared against AIS
reported position.
Used to record and
understand impact of
manmade noise to ocean
fauna
Swap of platform next
week!
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Strait of Georgia Underwater Listening Station

Historical Data Analysis

• Vessel density maps used to show changes
in traffic over time and by seasons.
• Following slide shows pleasure traffic
saturates Desolation Sound in the summer.
• AIS is found on more larger pleasure vessels
than smaller ones but can be taken as a
reasonable indicator for the increased
pleasure vessel traffic in a region
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Historical Data Analysis: 2016-05 to 07

Following images are
colour coded by
vessel type:

–
–
–
–

Torquoise: Cargo
Green: Fishing
Pink: Passenger
White: Pleasure

Historical Data Analysis: 2015-11 to 2016-01

Following images are
colour coded by
vessel type:

–
–
–
–

Torquoise: Cargo
Green: Fishing
Pink: Passenger
White: Pleasure
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Ocean Tracking Network - Vemco Receivers
• 24 Vemco Receivers in database,
• First deployment in 2013: 5 in Strait of Juan de Fuca, 1 in Cambridge
Bay (continually maintained since)
• Additional site added in 2016: Barkley Canyon Head
• Member of OTN International Data Management Committee

Shore Cameras
• BC community observatories, Cambridge Bay, Bay of Fundy (FORCE
data partner)
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ONC Operated Coastal Radars
• CODARS (4 in Strait of Georgia, 2 in Prince Rupert)
• WaMOS (2 installed, data streams pending)
• WERA (1 installed, data stream this fall)

Marine Protected Area Management Tools

•
•
•

•

Considerable amount of
space to manage
2 Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs)
Area of Interest recently
announced in Southwest
offshore region (~140,000
sq km)
Home to a variety of
habitats and geological
settings
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Marine Protected Area Management Tools
•
•

•

•

•
•

Geodatabases loosely follow the 2007
Arc Marine Data Model. This is easily
scalable for other areas.
ONC data and metadata are stored in
an Oracle Relational Database. SQL
and Python queries were written to
easily extract relevant information.
Processes are adapted for 3rd party
data gained through web services or
spreadsheets (EarthChem Library,
Global Multi-resolution Topography
Data Synthesis, Interdisciplinary Earth
Data Alliance)
Paths to data and video streaming are
added in the attributes to leverage
existing tools such as ONC’s SeaTube
and Data Search.
Metadata follow ISO 19115 standard
Heat Maps

International Quiet Ocean Experiment
Data WG Terms of Reference
• Develop an IQOE data policy
• Network national and international data managers who deal with acoustic data
• Recommend whether data or metadata will be managed (may differ by parameter
measured), that is, whether data management will be centralized or distributed
• Recommend where data and/or metadata will be managed, and interact with data
managers
• Recommend standards and formats for submission of IQOE data and metadata, and
identify data quality standards
• Identify and co-ordinate the delivery of data
products
• Consider establishing model-data synergy
workshops
• Oversee content of WG’s Web page (being
constructed)
• Identify historical datasets (acoustic and
bioacoustic) that could help IQOE achieve
its goals
• Lower technical, financial and juridical
obstacles for exchange of acoustic data
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Related Upcoming and Proposed Projects
• AIS Reporting Project for DFO – March 2018 deliverable (Product
Owner – Roe Markham)
• Additional underwater listening stations to monitor Southern
Resident Killer Whale population – concept
• Participant in the DFO Investigative Evaluations for a CIOOS/CanOOS
(essentially a GOOS framework for Canada) for data, visualizations
and cyberinfrastructure
• Installation of 2 additional CODAR stations in Juan de Fuca Strait
• Improvements to data agreements infrastructure
• ….
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Session 3: Small vessel data modelling and applications
Five presenters were invited to present during this session. Dr. Rosaline Canessa had to cancel her
presentation due to last minute scheduling conflicts. Slides are available next.
•

Casey Hilliard Dalhousie University: Some Considerations for AIS and Small Vessels (Part 2: Data
and Applications)

•

Cathryn Murray, Department of Fisheries and Oceans: Recreational boating and marine invasive
species distribution in British Canada

•

Kelly Larkin, Transport Canada: Maritime Awareness Information System (MAIS)

•

Patrick O’Hara, Environment and Climate Change: Assessment of threats to marine life from
marine vessel traffic

•

Norma Serra, University of Victoria: Small vessel traffic in the Salish Sea from aerial surveys
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Some Considerations for
AIS and Small Vessels
Part2
Casey Hilliard - S-AIS Database Analyst
MEOPAR & Institute for Big Data Analytics, Dalhousie Univ.

Presentation:
https://goo.gl/GZyVtU

Topics

●

Pt2: Data and Applications
○

Use Scenarios

○

Considerations for using AIS-B Data
■

●

Some AIS-B “vessel modes”

Summary

2
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AIS-B Use
Scenarios

Why use it if not required?

3

Safety

●

Of navigation

●

Personal safety

○

○

Two way street

Locator beacons

4
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Fleet Monitoring

●

AIS “applied” to small vessel fleets

●

Facilitates auditing, review of
operations

5

Data collection / logging
●

Similar to fleet monitoring, but different scope (no fleet)

●

Enables reflection on routes taken

●

May be incorporated into post-hoc analysis / (scientific) operations

6
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“Prestige”

●

Some people just like gadgets
○

●

Ham radio

Others want to have “the best” gear
○

I hear X just got a new ...

7

Considerations for
using AIS-B Data

Bias, “operating modes”, pitfalls

8
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Comparing use of:
●

AIS-A
AIS-B
Opt out (usually) contravenes regulations

to
●

Opt out is fine

●

Larger vessels have “organizational”

●

Private operators *mostly* responsible to

concerns for safety

themselves “alone”

●

Higher rates of data emission

●

Lower rates of data emission

●

Higher power of transmission

●

Lower power of transmission

○

-> better range

○

-> lower range

For more details see, for e.g.: https://www.navcen.uscg.gov/pdf/AIS_Comparison_By_Class.pdf

9

Using AIS-B Data with care
●

Bear in mind the vessel’s potential “use cases” for operating AIS

●

Note that experience may vary greatly among users of AIS-B (morseo than for commercial vessels)

●

In international / high seas waters, regulatory oversight is weak (for AIS-A too: who polices use?)
○

For vessels crossing boundaries, national rules may not fully be observed

10
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Vessels to consider
Fishing
●

VMS is an alternative data stream

11

Vessels to consider
Pleasure Craft
●

Sailing

●

Motorboats

●

Canoe, Kayak, Paddleboard,
Windsurfer

12
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Vessels to consider
Tugs
●

Likely (no promises) users of AIS-A

●

Bearers of Hazardous and Noxious
Substances (HNS) may have
additional obligations

13

Vessels to consider
Crew Boats /
Work Boats
●

●
●

Many-purposed, common for
offshore developments and wateronly accessible locations
Pollution control / boom vessels
Pilot vessels

14
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Vessels to consider
Water Taxis
●

Short routes, but many people on
water

15

Summary
●

●

AIS contains information on *some* small vessels, whether it is suitable depends on:
○

What type of vessel is of interest

○

How the vessel’s use case affects adoption and operation

Using AIS as a sole source for small vessels generally demands concurrent use of a large asterisk

16
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Thanks!

17
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Recreational boating and marine
invasive species distribution in BC

Dr Cathryn Clarke Murray, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
October 25, 2017

Approach & Techniques
• Field Surveys
• Behavioural Questionnaires
• Spatial Analysis

2
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Recreational Boat Survey
• Behavioural questionnaire (600+ respondents)
• SCUBA dive survey (491 boats at 24 marinas)
• Marina manager questionnaire

Clarke Murray et al 2011 Div Distrib

3

Detailed Boat and
Boater Behaviour Data

4
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Spatial Model and Analysis
AIS richness from subtidal
settlement plates at 60 sites
17 environmental, population
and vector variables

Clarke Murray et al 2014 Div Distrib

5

Marina Propulsiveness
predicts AIS richness

Other ns variables tested
• Visiting / Resident Boats
(traffic and slips)
• Marina Attractiveness

Clarke Murray et al 2014 Div Distrib

6
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8.6 million small vessels in Canada
• Deployed questionnaire and video hull surveys in
Atlantic Canada
• Canada-wide = 4.2 million marine trips per year
• Pacific region = 3.2 million marine trips per year

Simard et al 2015 CSAS Res Doc

7
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Related Publications
•

•

•

•

•

•

Clarke Murray, C.; E.A. Pakhomov and T.W. Therriault. (2011) Recreational boating: a large
unregulated vector transporting marine invasive species. Diversity and Distributions 17(6):
116-1172
Clarke Murray, C.; T.W. Therriault and P.T. Martone. (2012) Adapted for invasion? Evaluating
attachment strength, drag and dislodgment for marine nonindigenous hull fouling species.
Biological Invasions 14(8): 1651-1663
Clarke Murray, C.; T.W. Therriault and E.A. Pakhomov. (2013) What lies beneath? An
evaluation of rapid assessment tools for management of hull fouling. Environmental
Management 52(2): 374-384 1-11.
Clarke Murray, C., Gartner, H., Gregr, E. J., Chan, K., Pakhomov, E., & Therriault, T. W. (2014).
Spatial distribution of marine invasive species: environmental, demographic and vector
drivers. Diversity and distributions, 20(7), 824-836.
Gartner, H.N., Murray, C.C., Frey, M.A., Nelson, J.C., Larson, K.J., Ruiz, G.M. and Therriault,
T.W. (2016) Non-indigenous invertebrate species in the marine fouling communities of British
Columbia, Canada. Bioinvasions Records.
Simard, N., Pelletier-Rousseau, M., Clarke Murray, C., McKindsey, C.W., Therriault, T.W.,
Lacoursière-Roussel, A., Bernier, R., Sephton, D., Drolet, D., Locke, A., Martin, J.L., Drake,
D.A.R., and C.H. McKenzie. (In Press) National Risk Assessment of Recreational Boating as a
Vector for Marine Non indigenous Species. Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat 2015/nnn.
114pp.
9
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maritime awareness
information system
Kelly Larkin

James McQuibban

Transport Canada

Transport Canada

What is the Oceans Protection Plan?
$1.5 billion, 5 year national
Oceans Protection Plan (OPP)
will:
• Improve marine safety and
responsible shipping
• Protect Canada’s marine
environment
• Strengthen partnerships with
Indigenous communities
• Invest in science for evidencebased decision-making

A World-Leading Marine
Safety System
Prevention

Preserve and
Restore Marine
Ecosystems

Response

Indigenous Partnerships
Stronger Evidence Base

Between 2017-2022, over 50 initiatives will
be delivered to meet these goals.

2
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Background: what we’ve heard
• Marine incident lessons learned
– Simushir, Marathassa,
Nathan E. Stewart,
Leviathan II, others

• Working Groups, Seminars
– LNG shipping tripartite dialogue,
2014-16
– Marine safety and maritime
domain awareness seminars
2014-17

3

Background: what we’ve heard
• Need current information about
shipping in local waters
• Require shared picture for:
– Managing marine and
environmental emergencies
– Identifying sensitive coastal areas
– Monitoring marine mammals to
avoid interfering with them
– Ensuring fisheries habitat are
protected
– Other requirements, including
OPP initiatives

4
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Enhanced Marine Situational Awareness (EMSA)
Common Situational Awareness Portal (CSAP)
•

•

•

Near real-time shipping
information for First Nations,
coastal communities and other
partners
– Automatic Identification
System (AIS) from land-based
systems and satellites
Web-based portal/platform to
exchange information between
partners and support coordinated
operations (ie: SAR or pollution
response)
Support to, and enable other OPP
initiatives

CONTENT
(INFORMATION
LAYERS: WEATHER,
TIDES, CURRENTS,
TRAFFIC LANES,
SENSITIVE AREAS,
HABITAT, ETC)

WEB PORTAL
(SIMILAR TO
CCG MCTS
INFORMATION)

5

Collaborative
Information Sharing
Amongst Partners
FOR IMPROVED
COORDINATION &
COLLABORATION
AMONGST ALL
PARTNERS
CREATE
A SCIENCEBASED, SHARED
UNDERSTANDING
OF MARINE ACTIVITIES
PARTNERS RECEIVE
AND SHARE
INFORMATION

USING A WEB-BASED
COMBINED OPERATING PICTURE

ADAPTABLE TO
VARIOUS NEEDS

6
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What could it look like?
(CCG example)

7

Linkages to other OPP initiatives
• May be used to support other OPP initiatives
– Proactive vessel management, Regional
Response Planning, Anchorages, Cumulative
Effects, Places of Refuge, and others
– Possible platform to help visualize data and other
information

8
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Partners
• Partners are those who would be working
collaboratively to develop the system
– First Nations and coastal communities
• Marine resources directors, managers
• Emergency managers, planners, others?

– Federal and provincial governments
• Marine safety and pollution response authorities

– Port Authorities and the Pilotage Authority
– Marine science organizations
• Such as DFO, Ocean Networks Canada, Clear Seas

– Industry associations
• Such as Chamber of Shipping, Council of Marine Carriers

9

Regulatory Changes

10
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Automatic Identification System (AIS)
•

Comparison of AIS carriage requirements:
–
–

–

–

NSR: Canadian vessels >500 gt not on an international
voyage (other than fishing vessels)
Seaway: all ships requiring pre-clearance, >300 gt,
carry >50 passengers or have a length overall >20 m and
dredges, floating plants or towing vessels >8 m.
US: self-propelled commercial vessels >65 ft in length
(regardless of industry or voyage type); towing vessel >26
ft; vessels carrying more than 150 passengers; dredges;
vessels carrying dangerous cargo in bulk
EU: Vessels >15 m in length (including fishing vessels)

11

PROPOSAL
Automatic Identification System (AIS)
•

An AIS (Class A) shall be fitted onboard the following vessels:
–
–
–
–
–

A Commercial vessel of 20m or more in length;
A Passenger vessel carrying more than 50 passengers;
A vessel carrying dangerous goods or pollutant in bulk cargo;
A Dredge or Floating plant; or
A Tow-boat of 8 or more meter in length.

•

The AIS shall have a mean of displaying graphically the relative ranges and
bearings of other AIS systems. This mean can be provided externally.

•

Every vessel fitted with an AIS shall maintain it in operation and
transmitting at least 30 minutes before departure, for the full duration of
the voyage and at least 30 minutes after arrival.

12
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questions
Kelly Larkin (Transport Canada)
kelly.larkin@tc.gc.ca
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Noise Exposure to the
Marine Environment from Ships

Using Marine Vessel Traffic Data to
Estimate Traffic Associated Threats
to Marine Ecosystems

Patrick O’Hara, Rosaline Canessa, Norma Serra-Sogas, and Lauren McWhinnie
CORAL Group,
Department of Geography, University of Victoria

PICES, Vladivostok, 2017

Risk Analysis Model
Risk = Likelihood x Consequence

Likelihood
of stressor

Consequence
of stressor should it occur
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Spatially temporally explicit risk

AIS = Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk ?

Ship Strike
Air Pollution
Introduced Spp.
Oil Pollution
Noise/Dist

Complete
Picture

Noise/Disturbance
Oil Pollution
Introduced Spp.
Air Pollution
Strike
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Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk
1. Ship-strike
Humpback Whales

Fin Whales

Nichol, L., Wright, B., O’Hara, P.D., and Ford, J.. Risk of lethal vessel strikes to humpback
and fin whales off the west coast of Vancouver Island, Canada. ESR , 2017

Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk
1. Ship-strike
2. Introduced species
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Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk
1. Ship-strike
2. Introduced species
3. Air Pollution

Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk
1. Ship-strike
2. Introduced species
3. Air Pollution
4. Oil pollution

Fox, FH, O'Hara, PD, Bertazzon, S, Morgan, KH, Underwood, FE, and, Paquet, PC. A preliminary
spatial assessment of risk: Marine birds and chronic oil pollution on Canada's Pacific coast.
STOTEN, 2016.
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Marine Vessel Traffic = Risk
1. Ship-strike
2. Introduced species
3. Air Pollution
4. Oil pollution
5. Noise Pollution
Erbe, C. et al., Mapping
cumulative noise from shipping
to inform marine spatial
planning. JASA, 2012

• Exposure models
• Account for non-AIS (smaller) boats?
• AIS – characterize vessel
• AIS - error
• Policy and management
• What responsive and strategic
measures can minimize impacts from
these threats?
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Small vessel traffic in the Salish Sea
Presenters: Norma Serra (UVic)
Collaborators: Patrick O’Hara (ECCC), Rosaline Canessa (UVic), Lauren McWhinnie (UVic)
and NASP Pacific Crew
Filling the information gab: Monitoring and modelling small vessel traffic in Canadian waters
October 24th, 2017

Why?
• To have a more comprehensive picture of vessel traffic in the Salish Sea
• Need to fill the gap for better assessment of threats and impacts from
vessel traffic (small and large)
• Acoustic threats in NEMES case, by incorporating information on non-AIS
vessel (location and type) to acoustic modelling efforts in Boundary Pass
and Active Pass.
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AIS vessels versus Non-AIS vessels
(From August 2015 to December 2016 – 73 flights)

No data collected in July 2016

AIS vessels versus Non-AIS vessels
(From August 2015 to December 2016 – 73 flights)

Number of non- AIS vessels = 238
Number of AIS vessels = 164
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Distribution AIS vessels

Distribution of Non-AIS vessels

Additional slides….
Density distribution of
Non-AIS Commercial Vessels (60 vessels)

Density distribution of
Non-AIS Recreational Vessels (178 vessels)
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Next Steps…
• Analyze 2017 data
• Estimate probability of detection based on surveillance effort and distance
to targets
• Estimate non-AIS vessel traffic densities accounting for detection
probability
• Incorporate information on non-AIS vessel (location and type) to acoustic
modelling efforts in Boundary Pass and Active Pass.
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